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ALEF BET CLOTHESPIN CARDS 
parent/teacher guidE

Shalom and todah (thank you) for purchasing The Kefar’s Alef Bet Clothespin Cards! 
There are four full-color cards on each page (one page per letter).  

TO USE AS CLOTHESPIN CARDS, print on card stock, 
cut apart, and give to your little learners with clothespins. 

Learners pin a clothespin onto the first letter of each 
image (i.e. Alef`for Aryeih, Ayin for Anan). This activity 
teaches letter recognition, initial letter sounds, and 

vocabulary words such as foods, animals, and common 
objects, while promoting the development of fine motor 

skills. Pair these cards with The Kefar Tiny Alef Bet 
Books to help reinforce the letters and vocabulary! 

TO USE AS MATCHING CARDS, print two copies 
each of the desired pages on card stock, cut apart, 
shuffle and spread out face down. (I recommend 

starting with 4-8 cards for younger learners.) Players 
take turns flipping over a card, identifying the image 
and its initial letter, then trying to find its match. If 
the cards match, the player keeps the pair and takes 

another turn. If the cards don’t match, turn them both 
back over, and it’s the next player’s turn. The game 
ends when all the matches have been collected, and 
the player with the most matches wins. This activity 
teaches letter recognition, initial letter sounds, and 

vocabulary words such as foods, animals, and 
common objects, while encouraging and 

strengthening memory recall.

I’d love to see pictures of your Hebrew learners in action! Post to Instagram with the 
hashtag #AtTheKefar and tag @thekefar, or email photos to info@thekefar.com, and 
get 10% off your next order! If you have any questions or feedback, share that too - I 

look forward to hearing from you, and thank you again for supporting The Kefar!
-T’helah Ben-Dan, Director & Founder of The Kefar
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